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The dissertation observes the local public affairs of Wuyuan（婺源） 
in Ming and Qing dynasties, discusses the relation between the officials 
and gentry in local government, unveils the changing tendency of the 
local power system. The main body is in 8 chapters and consists of 
160.000 words. 
About the local authority and gentry in Ming and Qing dynasties, 
there are plentiful achievements. But most of the previous researches 
apart researched the local authority or the gentry and didn’t put the two 
together in a same history field. So, this dissertation will mainly observed 
the local public affairs in Wuyuan（婺源） and analyses the mutual 
relation between the local authority and gentry in local government. It 
hopes to deepen the understanding of the local power system in Ming and 
Qing dynasties. 
Though Wuyuan（婺源）is a county closed in mountains, but its 
developed economy, good Confucian tradition, and perfect 
examination-education system cultivated gentry. These conditions and the 
popular Contributing receives made Wuyuan in the highest flight of 
gentry in all China. In Ming and Qing dynasties, the gentry was most 
powerful in East and North Villages from the five Villages of Wuyuan 
（婺源）. They dominated the local power system. 
In the public affairs of Wuyuan（婺源） in Ming and Qing dynasties, 
there was the important symbolistic meaning in the building of the 
Confucian temple and the school. And we can see the long-term changing 
tendency of the relation between the local authority and gentry from the 
building. According of the gazetteers of Ming dynasty, the Confucian 
temple and the School were built for 59 times and the building was 
changing from official building, official sparkpluging the civil building to 
civil building. In the process, the official quitted from the concert affairs 
and the gentry succeeded the leading role in the domain. But it didn’t 
imply the official having no functions, the building of the Confucian 
temple and the school should be authorized from the local authority. This 
showed the common profit and cooperative relation between the official 
and gentry. 
The case of thin silk in 1567-1620 was initiated by the profit dispute 
in the counties of Huizhou Prefecture and reflected the hidden rules of 
bureaucrat of Ming dynasty. In the process of lawsuit and judge, the local 















the political resources of all kinds and adopted the ways of coercing the 
local authority, controlled public opinions in name of respecting the 
traditional institution to entreat the political crisis. Then they effectively 
protected the public profits of the local society. 
In the 300 years from 1573 to 1891, the gentry succeeded to go to 
court 6 times for protecting the fengshui（风水） of the county town and 
comb of Wengon. The series of suits reflected the gentry’s unremitting 
efforts to construct and protect the hegemony of the county. Though the 
local gentry owned the social class and political privilege, their 
hegemony was challenged by several facets. So the support from the local 
authority was indispensable all along. 
The case of accusing the destroying the river dam in 1736-1795 
initiated the competition of commercial profits between the county town 
and the east and north villages. The gentry confronted from the town and 
the country hotly. Both sides  tried their best to quest supports from the 
local authority and strived to suppress the other side. The actions and 
intentions of paying attention to the administrative authority reflected the 
highly identified with the bureaucrat and unveiled the root of the vogue of 
being wild about lawsuits in Wuyuan（婺源）. 
In the local administration institution from middle and late Ming 
dynasty, the administrative system of inhabitants of a township and 
neighborhood was kerneled. The local rules and regulations valid for all 
the inhabitants of a townshipof Wuyuan（婺源）was set up in 1522-1566 
and developed to the administrative system of inhabitants of a township 
and neighborhood in 1567-1572. Then the system lasted to the late Qing 
dynasty. It was the gentry’s main way to control local society. For 
example, the administrative system of inhabitants of a township and 
neighborhood in Rancheng （蚺城） transacted the public security , social 
relief, the moralization, commonweal and even all kinds of religionary 
rituals from official and civil. Because the local officials depended on the 
system to administrate the local society, the The leader of the 
administrative system gradually corveeized. The relation between the 
gentry and the administrative system was very close, and even some 
single gentry acted as the leader of the administrative system to directly 
administrated the local public affairs. 
In the local power system of Wuyuan （婺源） in Ming and Qing 
dynasties, the local authority and the gentry combined closely and went 
shares of the formal and informal power in the organization of local 
power. But in the concrete affairs, their role was not same and there were 
cooperation and the competition. From middle Ming dynasty, because the 
local financial shrinking, the gentry replaced the local authority in 















gentry in virtue of examine and approve, supervision, and encouragement. 
When the disputes happened, the support from the official was important 
for the gentry. It insured the class of gentry identified with the bureaucrat. 
And the power from state went deep into the local society. 
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